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A LETTER FROM FATHER JOHN
Strengthening the Future of Catholic Charities

Last year, we launched an unprecedented campaign that has been 

significantly driven by a special group of friends responsible for 

committing over $92 million in gifts and pledges. I have seen again 

and again unparalleled generosity from you and your families. This call 

to service demonstrates a lifelong commitment to helping the poor.

Securing the future of Catholic Charities was my primary goal in 

launching this campaign. The outcome to date has been extraordinary. 

Our staff has made progress in implementing expanded human 

service programs that could not have been realized without you.

This extraordinary response of support has strengthened the Catholic Charities 

endowment, created a platform to launch the Newcomer Network and ensured that we 

can operate for many years to come. 

Our mission, now more than ever, is to meet the most basic needs of families and 

individuals. As Pope Francis reminds us, we are all called to be Good Samaritans and care 

for our neighbors. Those of us who have been blessed with the resources to do so feel a 

greater responsibility to care for others, as proven by your outpouring of support and trust.

We have been the beneficiary of extraordinary leadership and commitment of our legacy 

donors, ambassadors and the inauguration of the 83.33 Society, the next generation of 

Catholic Charities loyal supporters. 

Thank you for protecting the mission and future of Catholic Charities. I hope to see you in 

the coming months. You are always in my prayers.

Msgr. John Enzler
President and CEO
Catholic Charities Archdiocese of Washington
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What We Are Accomplishing 
with Your Support

Fulfilling Catholic Charities’ mission requires significant investments in securing our 

foundation and in discovering innovative methods of care for those we serve. 

With your leadership support, we are making great strides to secure an unprecedented 

$100,000,000 in funds to support programs and initiatives for three essential priorities.

Virtual Gala 
Save the Date
Join us on March 13, 2021 for a celebration of our work and the positive impact our 

programs have on the people we serve. Help us to kick off this campaign publicly as we say 

“thank you” to our donors and encourage many more to join this historic effort. Stay tuned 

for more information soon!

Pursuing Our 
Commitment 
to Serve 
Those in Need 
Today

Growing Our 
Endowment

Investing 
in the 
Newcomer 
Network
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*Aug. 30, 2020

RAISED TO DATE*

92% | $92,192,195
CAMPAIGN GOAL

$100 MILLION

SERVICE EXCELLENCE

55% | $55,000,000
ENDOWMENT

30% | $30,000,000
NEWCOMER NETWORK

15% | 15,000,000

CAMPAIGN GOAL

Breakdown
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Growing Our Endowment

As of June 30, 2020, the endowment for Catholic Charites was valued at $32,292,159, which 

is an estimated  $5,000,000 increase since the beginning of the campaign. While COVID-19 

has been challenging and the market has fluctuated, we have seen steady growth and 

progress.

Investing in our endowment is crucial to the long-term stability of the programs and 

services that Catholic Charities provides to the community now and into the future. Each 

year, a minimum distribution of 4.3% is requested of the Foundation Board of Directors to 

support our annual general operations. As the endowment is strengthened and continues 

to grow, it will provide us with the ability to extend our strategies and plan, especially  for 

the  periods of uncertainty we face today.

An investment in Catholic Charities’ endowment  benefits the agency now and for 

generations to come. Cash and deferred gifts have been a way that many have given to 

the future of Catholic Charities and are counted as part of this historic campaign. If you 

have named Catholic Charities as a beneficiary of your estate plan or other deferred 

gift, please let us know. We would be honored to welcome you as a member of our Good 

Samaritan Society and recognize your legacy now. 

Visit catholiccharitiesdc.planmygift.org to learn more.

Catholic Charities’ endowment 
valued at $32,292,159 increased by $5 Million

CATHOLICCHARITIESDC.ORG
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Service Excellence:
Combatting Food Insecurity

Across our area, neighbors have been hit hard by the pandemic. Job loss has challenged 

many, and there is a great need for essential services, including food assistance. 

In March, Catholic Charities deployed large-scale community food distributions to meet 

immediate food needs. In 20 distributions, SHARE Food Network grocery boxes have been 

distributed in drive-thru events, delivered to at-risk communities. Direct distributions have 

benefitted clients in Wards 7 and 8 and front-line workers at a hospital. Our KitchenWork 

catering enterprise and pilot job training program has created thousands of ready-to-eat 

meals and box lunches that have been included in distributions.

Food pantries at the Montgomery County Family Center, Spanish Catholic Center and 

the Southern Maryland Food Bank have expanded over the last six months to host regular 

neighborhood food distributions. From week to week, each pantry is providing hundreds of 

families and individuals, including students and homebound seniors, with dry goods and 

fresh groceries.

Our focus is on providing nutritious food, and the urban farm at the Susan D. Mona Center 

in Temple Hills, Md., has been an important source of fresh produce for KitchenWork 

meals. And our food programs have received donations, including from the gardens at the 

Franciscan Monastery of the Holy Land in America.

We have met the overwhelming increase in food insecurity in the area because of your 

generous donations, and community, parish and government partnerships.
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Service Excellence:
Cindy and Marvin

Cindy and Marvin, who emigrated with two teenage sons from El Salvador four years ago, 

found themselves unemployed and struggling in D.C. when businesses closed during the 

quarantine.

Faced with not being able to pay their rent and uncertainty in putting food on the table, 

they were referred to Catholic Charities’ Spanish Catholic Center by friends.

The center’s staff immediately 

embraced the family, working quickly 

to guide Cindy and Marvin through the 

process of filing for unemployment, 

starting a job search and managing 

their finances. The couple also was 

provided weekly food packages from 

the center’s pantry.

Grateful for the support they found, the couple began volunteering at the center, helping 

to organize the pantry and working at a weekly food distribution.

They found strength and stability by joining the center’s volunteer community.

Cindy has since graduated from Catholic Charities’ bank teller training program, Latinos in 

Finance, and has launched a job search. Marvin is a candidate for the Michael H. Kappaz 

Green Construction Program.

Even as their lives get back on track, they are continuing to volunteer.

“Their positive outlook for the future, despite 

their recent setbacks, and willingness to learn 

new job skills demonstrate their motivation 

to move their lives forward and sustain self-

sufficiency.” 

— Julieta Machado-Pacanins,

Director of Immigrant Support Services
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Young Professionals: Changing the Face 
of Philanthropy at Catholic Charities

What springs to mind when you hear the word “philanthropist?” Whatever your definition 

might be, we at Catholic Charities know that anyone can be a philanthropist. If you 

can donate $1 or an hour of your time to a cause you’re passionate about, you are a 

philanthropist.

It can be hard for young professionals to consider themselves philanthropists, but 

millennials are shaping up to be one of the most charitable generations. An astounding 

84 percent of millennials donate to charity and give an average of $481 (even though they 

earn less than previous generations). And while baby boomers currently account for the 

largest percentage of overall charitable giving, millennials will be on the receiving end of 

one of the largest transfers of wealth, an estimated $68 trillion by 2030. This is significant 

considering that this age group is known as the “impact generation” because of its already 

high levels of engagement with philanthropic causes. 

When it comes to volunteering, 70 percent of U.S. millennials are reported to have 

volunteered at least an hour to a charitable cause, and 77 percent said they would be more 

motivated to volunteer if they could use their professional skills to help those in need.

Younger generations are passionate, informed and committed to making the world 

around them a better place. They are redefining ways of giving back.

At Catholic Charities, we know this is true because we’re fortunate to have an engaged 

group of young volunteers and donors to amplify the work we do. We are grateful to 

them for prioritizing their support for our mission by donating their time. From financial 

coaching to refreshing homeless shelters to serving hot meals to the hungry, these 

young philanthropists have formed a special community that is committed to positively 

impacting the lives of thousands of people in need. By contributing to Catholic Charities, 

they are building a legacy that will be passed on to generations to come.
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The Next Generations of Giving: DC’s 
Emerging Leaders Redefine Philanthropy

Catholic Charities’ 83.33 Society is a social investment in the Washington, D.C., community 

by some of the area’s top emerging leaders. Founded as part of this historic $100 million 

campaign, this ambitious group of young professionals set out to recruit and engage 100 

of their peers to become members. Members are committed to serving those in need by 

sharing their talents, time and treasures. They make a difference through a collaboration of 

volunteerism, mentorship, education and philanthropy.

By participating in networking and volunteer 

opportunities, they increase awareness of the 

issues facing the District and surrounding 

Maryland counties, and lead by example in 

how residents can be agents of change. 

Each member is a philanthropist, and they 

lead their generation’s efforts to make a 

difference in our community with a monthly recurring donation of $83.33, which is the 

daily equivalent of $2.75 or a Starbucks coffee. This donation is providing a Cup of Joe 

breakfast-to-go bag to a homeless person leaving a shelter every morning. 

The key to their charitable impact is the recurring donation. These consistent monthly 

gifts allow Catholic Charities to better anticipate revenue and expand the possibilities for 

our impact on those in need. Each gift has an immediate impact and this continuous 

support has a multiplier effect over time. The first five years of each member’s 

commitment is credited to the campaign to raise $100 million. With 100 members in this 

first year of this society, their efforts will contribute $500,000 to this historic effort! 

The founding members of the 83.33 Society are creating a true legacy of impact – now and 

well into the future.  To learn more, visit catholiccharitiesdc.org/8333society. 

Founding Chairs and Members
• Carolyn and Matt Carroccio

• Caitlin McNamara and Chris Chalke

• Dresden Koons and Alex Perdikis
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Service Excellence:
COMPASS

COMPASS mitigates poverty through the transformative power of relationships. Individuals 

and families in Ward 7 & 8 work on self-directed goals that manifest into long-lasting 

change. The program engages the community and leverages internal assets to help 

members navigate the often, complex external systems to achieve their goals, ranging 

from obtaining government issued 

identification to entrepreneurship. 

A class of four COMPASS Pope Francis 

Scholars was graduated from the 

Catholic University of America’s National 

Catholic School of Social Service. Each is 

working to support the agency in a variety 

of areas while completing testing for licensure and beginning their full-time employment 

with Catholic Charities. Once they are onboard as COMPASS partners, they will begin 

serving residents in Wards 7 and 8 of the District. 

COMPASS, like most Catholic Charities programs, quickly pivoted to better serve members 

and the community at large when the pandemic struck. COMPASS partnered with the 

SHARE Food Network to distribute grocery boxes weekly in Wards 7 and 8, where residents 

regularly struggle with food insecurity. Since April, the program has distributed 750 food 

packages and is facilitating financial assistance for COMPASS members. 

Prompted by the health crisis, COMPASS developed an external relationship with a 

residential management corporation, WINN, providing 675 food bundles to their residents 

living in the Washington Highlands community of Ward 8. 

COMPASS Welcomes: 
• Three new social work scholars 
• Wrap-around holistic care, assistance and 

services averaging 40 clients a month
• Four returning student interns in their 

advanced year of study at the Catholic 
University of America
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Service Excellence:
COMPASS Member

DJ, a resident of Ward 7, was referred to COMPASS with a personal goal of getting his 

driver’s license after struggling to pass the test. After working closely with his COMPASS 

partner, who helped him with planning and learning strategies, DJ successfully passed the 

written exam and road test and earned his license.

It was through his relationship with COMPASS and his partners’ support and assistance 

that he was able to expand his vision and map out long-term goals. With reliable 

transportation and a driver’s license, he became more independent.

DJ’s passion for environmental sustainability 

and an interest in green construction were 

central to his longer-range goals. He envisioned 

a future as a business owner and supporter of 

other black-owned businesses. 

DJ continued to excel and make progress under the guidance of his COMPASS case 

manager, developing a plan for training and networking to meet professionals in the field 

of environmental sustainability. 

COMPASS connected him with Greater Washington Urban League’s entrepreneur 

program, and he was offered a place in a course. After completing his coursework, he 

developed his first business plan. He went on to complete advanced certification programs 

and was offered a position while interning with a green infrastructure contractor.  

DJ’s ongoing counseling with COMPASS encouraged him to stay focused, giving him 

the confidence to stay the course until he reached his goals. Today, he is self-reliant and 

thriving in the career of his dreams.

DJ purchased a vehicle and invested in 
two small black-owned businesses. He 
is on his way to securing an LLC. DJ is 
grateful for what COMPASS has done 
to help him change his life.
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Newcomer Network:
Launch of a New Program

Sister Sharlet Wagner recently was welcomed back to Washington, 

D.C., by Catholic Charities, where she is the founding director of the 

Newcomer Network.

Thanks to the very generous commitment of the A. James & Alice B. 

Clark Foundation, a multiyear investment has been made to launch 

this innovative program at Catholic Charities with a goal to provide 

support and stability for immigrants new to our region.

In the late 1990s, Sister Sharlet served as an intern with the Immigration Legal Services 

program in Washington, D.C. This experience working directly with the immigrant 

community was a defining moment in her decision to pursue immigration law. Over the 

course of her ministry with the Sisters of the Holy Cross, she led immigration programs 

and served in elected leadership roles, including two terms on the General Council of the 

Sisters of the Holy Cross and one term in the presidency of the Leadership Conference of 

Women Religious. Following a sabbatical, Sister Sharlet answered a “call to serve” at the 

Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Washington, in the same community where she 

was originally inspired.

Sister Sharlet considers herself a “citizen of the world.” Her ministry led her to living 

internationally and having varied cultural experiences. She often felt like a newcomer in her 

new surroundings and has developed a keen sense of understanding of what that means 

to others.
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“One of the most important things when supporting newcomers is providing access 

to social resources and experiences. This enables stronger and more successful legal 

outcomes,” Sister explains. In her new role with Catholic Charities’ Newcomer Network, she 

will recruit and hire a new team of navigators to steer clients to resources across Catholic 

Charities’ 58 programs and Catholic Charities’ partners in collaboration with Immigration 

Legal Services. The pilot phase of the program will launch in late 2020.

In the first few months of joining Catholic Charities, she has quickly recognized that the 

Newcomer Network can aid immigrants holistically, in ways that other social service 

agencies in the Washington area are not able to.

By leveraging the long-standing 

relationships held by our Parish Partners 

program across the archdiocese, the 

agency can reach newcomers in their 

home communities and expedite the 

delivery of comprehensive wrap-around 

services. The network’s outreach goal 

over the next seven years is to provide 

25,000 immigrants with legal services and 3,000 high-need clients with enrichment and 

comprehensive care to build new futures.

A very special note of appreciation is given to the A. James & Alice B. Clark Foundation 

for its pioneering investment in our mission and vision to welcome the newcomer. 

And welcome, Sister Sharlet! Thank you for ‘Saying YES!” to leading this innovative pilot 

program.

Be on the lookout for an invitation to a virtual meet and greet with Sister Sharlet 

in early 2021 to learn more about the Newcomer Network.

Immigrants represent a large population 
in the area, numbering 1.4 million. They 
contribute powerfully to the demographic, 
economic and cultural growth of the 
region. But, there also is a significant need. 
Many immigrants face economic, legal and 
other challenges that reduce opportunity.
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Anonymous (7)

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Abell

Rachel and Arif Ahmed

Stephanie and William Angrick

Tara and Justin Arras*

Carol and David Bates

Ernest and Lindsey Baynard*

Margie and Bob Bedingfield

Kevin and Jane Belford

Mr. and Mrs. Rollin Meredith Bell III

Mr. and Mrs. Teseo Bergoglio

Mr. and Mrs. Eric F. Billings, Sr.

Scotty and Lauren Billings*

Courtney and Tommy Billings*

Eric and Kristen Billings*

Mr. and Mrs. Michael T. Bloom

Mr. Louis J. Boland

Mr. James M. Boland

Cheryl Lynn and Brian Boland*

Mr. and Mrs. Sean and Theresa Boland**

Boland Services

Bill and Katie Breslin*

Mr. Scott W. Brickman

Mr. and Mrs. Mark W. Brugger

Jennifer and Vince Burke IV*

Joseph and Shannon Burkhart*

Brigid and Nat Calamis*

Marco Calito*

Charlie and Courtney Carroccio*

Christopher and Amanda Carroccio*

Matt and Carolyn Carroccio*

Caitlin McNamara and Chris Chalke*

Stacie and Lou Christopher

Mary Anne and Pat Clancy

Mike and Haven Clancy

A. James & Alice B. Clark Foundation

Emily and Chris Coccaro*

Ellen and Steve Conley

Mr. and Mrs. James C. Conley, Jr.

Stephen and Kristen Conley*

John and Ronnie Conley*

Timothy and Mary Conley*

Chris and Michelle Connolly*

Patrick and Lindsay Conway*

Michael F. and Kathleen G. Curtin

C. Maury Devine

Danielle and Robert DeWitt*

Mr. and Mrs. John Ryan DuFour

Matt and Alyson Dunn*

Teresa and Jake Dunne*

Rear Admiral Patrick W. Dunne 

   and Mrs. Dunne

Mr. and Mrs. William Easby- Smith

Bruce and Donna Ellis**

Derek and Emily Elphick *

Monsignor John J. Enzler**

Ernst & Young, LLP

Mr. Steven Fay and Ms. Amy Fay*

Michael and Eileen Fitzgerald

Austin and Jenny Flajser*

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Flanagan

Forster Family Foundation

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick L. Fowler

Chuck and Adriana Gartland*

Danny and Kelsey Glading*

Lulu and Geoff Gonella**

Rob and Christine Grant*

Jimmy and Alexandra Greeves*

Josh and Angela Grossfeld*

Danny and Whitney  Harbison*

Don and Debbi Hathway

Burke and Sarah Hayes*

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Higgins

Brandon and Brooke Hines*

Molly and Paul Hugo*

William and Laura Kappaz

Kim and Mike Kelly

Bethe and Joey Kemp*

Mr. Alexander Lucas Perdikis and 

   Ms. Dresden Marie Koons*

Rita Laddbush*

David and Amanda Latimer*

Mike and Katie Leasure*

Roger and JoAnn Lang

Dr. and Mrs. Mark D. Lee

Ms. Jennifer Lee*

Ms. Victoria  Lee*

CATHOLIC CHARITIES 

Honor Roll  
List of Donors 2019-2020

As of September 2020

*83.33 Society Member | **Good Samaritan Society Member | †Deceased
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Honor Roll  
List of Donors 2019-2020 Continued

Stephanie and Dan Lennon

Kevin and Jaclyn Madden*

Lisa and Brendan Manfreda*

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Christopher Matan

Kelsey and Connor McCarthy*

Reenie and Martin McCarthy*

Doug and Mary Beth McDaniel

Kathleen H. McGuan

Ms. Patricia A. McGuire

John and Isabelle McHugh*

Ms. Mary McNamara*

Jill and Paul McNamara

Elizabeth Meers

Chris and Constance Mitchell*

Ms. Rosa Monge*

John Chisolm and MJ Morrow**

Mrs. Genevieve Murphy and 

   the late J.D. Murphy†

Dr. Angela Noguera and Ali Fassihi

Jimmy and Kathleen Nalls*

Kathleen and Jeff Norris

John and Kristin O’Donnell*

Terrence O’Donnell and 

   Margaret O’Donnell

The W. O’Neil Foundation, Inc.

Bill and Mary Noel Page

Andres and Kate Panza*

Anna and Robert Trone** and 

   the RAST Foundation

Clark Pastrick*

R. Scott and Courtney Clark Pastrick**

Jennie and Jeff Purtell*

Robert and Rita Reaves**

Brendan and Emily Reed*

Patrick M. and Janet N. Regan

James V. Reyes

Carolyn Robbins*

Joseph E. Robert, Jr. Charitable Trust

Colin Ross*

Barbara and Charles Rossotti

Ben and Brooke Roth*

Cameron and Jake Ruppert*

Dr. Ruth Dolores Sanchez-Way and 

   Mr. David Vincent Way**

Sal and Andrea Selvaggio**

John and Marcia Shooshan**

Mike and Maureen Shuler*

Hon. Michael & Andrea Steele

Ron and Mary Jane Steele

Mrs. Joan Sullivan

Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Treacy, III

United Bank

Beth and John Veihmeyer

Mr. and Mrs. Kevin C. Virostek

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Wagner

Mr. John Whalen and 

   Ms. Linda D. Rabbitt

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas William Wilbur

Mrs. Agnes Neill Williams †**

Kathie and Mike Williams

Mr. Charles J. Wolf, II**

Mrs. Mary B. Yerrick

As of September 2020

*83.33 Society Member | **Good Samaritan Society Member | †Deceased
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